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Lecture 1: Matchings on bipartite graphs

Some good texts on Graph Theory are [3,12–14].

1 Basic Concepts

An undirected graphG = (V,E) consists of a finite setV of verticesand a finite multi-set of unordered
pairsE of edges. A loop is an edge of the form(v, v). WhenE is a proper set (not a multi-set),G is said
to besimple. WhenE is an ordered set, the graph is said to bedirected.

An edgee = (u, v) ∈ E(G) is said to beincident to u andv, while u andv areadjacent. The
complementof a graphG, denoted byḠ is the graph whose vertex set is the same as that ofG, and two
vertices inḠ are adjacent iff they are not adjacent inG.

A walk is a sequence of verticesv1, . . . , vk wherevivi+1 ∈ E(G). A pathis a walk without repeated
vertex in the sequence. A path that starts withu and end withv is called a path fromu to v or a(u, v)-
path. The length of a path is the number of edges in the path. Thedistanced(u, v) between two vertices
u andv is the minimum length of(u, v)-paths. Note thatd(u, v) could be infinite. Acycle is a walk
which starts and ends at the same vertex and all the vertices in the middle do not repeat in the walk. An
n-cycleor a cycle of lengthn is a cycle withn edges. Thegirth of a graphG is the minimum length of
a cycles.

ThedegreedG(v) of a vertexv is the number of edges incident tov. A graph isregular if all vertices
have the same degree. We often use∆(G) andδ(G) to denote the maximum and minimum degree ofG,
respectively. A graph isk-regular if ∆(G) = δ(G) = k.

A subgraphG′ = (V ′, E′) of G = (V,E) is a graph such thatV ′ ⊆ V andE′ ⊆ E. An induced
subgraphG′ = (V ′, E′) of G = (V,E) is a subgraph such that for anyu′, v′ ∈ V ′, u′v′ ∈ E implies
u′v′ ∈ E′. WhenV ′ = V , G′ is said to be aspanning subgraphof G.

A graphG is connectedif there is a path between any two vertices inG. It is disconnectedotherwise.
A componentof a graph is a maximal connected induced subgraph. Atree is a graph with no cycle. A
forestis a graph all of whose components are trees. Aspanning treeof a graphG is a spanning subgraph
of G which is also a tree.

For any graphG and a subsetV ′ of V (G), we useG− V ′ to denote the graph obtained by removing
all vertices inV ′ and the edges one of whose end points in isV ′. For any subsetE′ of edges, we use
G− E′ to denote(V,E − E′).

A subsetC of vertices is called avertex cutif G − C is not connected. A subsetS of edges is said
to be anedge cutif G − S is disconnected. Thevertex-connectivityof G, denoted byκ(G), is the size
of a minimum vertex cut. Similarly, theedge-connectivity, denoted byκ′(G), is the size of a minimum
edge cut. If a vertex cut (edge cut) contains one vertex (edge) only, then the vertex (edge) is called acut
vertex(cut edgeor bridge). A graph isk-connectedif k ≤ κ(G), andk-edge-connectedif k ≤ κ′(G).

An n-factor of a graphG is ann-regular subgraph ofG. A matching ofG is a2-factor ofG, and it
is said to beperfectif it contains all vertices ofG.

A bipartite graphG is a graph whose vertex setV (G) can be partitioned into two non-empty subsets
X andY . This partition is often called thebipartition of V . The setsX andY are often called thecolor
classesof G.
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A vertex coloringof G is a mappingf from V into some finite setC such thatuv ∈ E implies
f(u) 6= f(v). Elements ofC are called the colors. A graph isk-colorableif there is a coloring with at
mostk colors. Thechromatic numberχ(G) is the leastk such thatG is k-colorable. Anedge coloring
of G is a mappingf from E into some finite setC such that two edges ofE which are incident to the
same vertex have different colors. The concepts ofk-edge-colorable, and thechromatic indexχe(G) are
defined in the obvious way.

Thegenusof a graphG, denoted byγ(G), is the smallest genus of an orientable surface onto which
G can be embedded so that no two edges intersect.G is said to beplanar if γ(G) = 0.

The line graphL(G) of a graphG = (V,E) is the graph whose vertex set isE and whose edge set
is E′ wheree1e2 ∈ E′ iff e1 ande2 are incident to the same vertex inG.

2 Introduction to matching theory

In this section, we assume all graphs are simple graphs for simplicity, although many results hold for
multi-graphs, too. Many parameters of a given graphG are of interest to us. We have seenχ(G) and
χe(G). Let’s visit some more.

The size of the largest matching in a graphG, called thematching numberof G, is denoted byν(G).
The corresponding matching is called themaximum matchingof G. For any matchingM of G, anM -
alternating pathis a path ofG which alternates between edges inM and not inM ; anM -augmenting
path is anM -alternating paths which starts and ends at edges not inM .

Exercise 2.1.Prove that a matchingM of a graphG is maximum iff there is noM -augmenting path.

A subsetU ⊆ V (G) is called avertex coverof G iff every edge ofG is incident to at least one
vertex inU . The size of any smallest vertex cover ofG is called thevertex covering numberof G, and is
denoted byτ(G).

An edge coverof G is a set of edges whose set of end points isV (G). The size of any smallest edge
cover ofG is denoted byρ(G), and is called theedge covering numberof G.

A set of vertices isindependentif there’s no edge between any two of them. The size of any maximum
independent set is called theindependent numberof G, and is denoted byα(G).

This section, beside other things, relates the last four parameters in a very nice way.

2.1 General Results

Let us start with the so-called Gallai identities.

Theorem 2.2 (Gallai Identities, 1959 [7]).For any graphG, let n = V (G), then

(i) α(G) + τ(G) = n.

(ii) ν(G) + ρ(G) = n if G has no isolated vertex.

Proof. The basic idea of both proofs is to show that the left side is both≥ and≤ the right hand side.

(i) Let C be a vertex cover of sizeτ(G). Then,V (G) − C is an independent set of sizen − τ(G),
which impliesα(G) ≥ n− τ(G). Conversely, for any independent setI of sizeα(G), V (G)− I
is a vertex cover, implyingn− α(G) ≥ τ(G).

(ii) Consider an edge coverL of minimum sizeρ(G). SinceL is minimal it has to be a union ofs
stars. The number of vertices in each star is one more than the number ofL’s edges in the star,
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ands ≤ ν(G) since taking an edge from each star forms a matching. This meansn = s + |L| ≤
ν(G) + ρ(G).

Conversely, consider a maximum matchingM of sizeν(G). The setU = V (G) − V (M) is an
independent set. For each vertex inU pick an edge incident to it (no isolated vertex). Call the
set of edgesE′. ClearlyE′ along withE(M) form an edge cover ofG, which meansρ(G) ≤
(n− 2ν(G)) + ν(G).

The following result also gives us some of intuition into seeing the relationship between these graph
parameters.

Theorem 2.3. We have

(i) A minimal edge cover is minimum iff it contains a maximum matching.

(ii) A maximal matching is maximum iff it is contained in a minimum edge cover.

Proof. (i) We can assumeG does not have any isolated vertex, otherwise there is no edge cover.

For necessity, letL be a minimum edge cover, which as we have noticed consists of a set of stars.
Since|L| = ρ(G) = n − ν(G), the number of stars is exactlyν(G). This means the matching
obtained by taking one edge from each star has sizeν(G), i.e. it is a maximum matching.

For sufficiency, letL be a minimal edge cover which contains a maximum matching. The fact
thatL is minimal implies thatL is a collection of stars. SoL has exactlyν(G) stars, i.e.|L| =
n− ν(G) = ρ(G). Hence,L has to be minimum.

(ii) Let M be a maximum matching. LetL be the edge cover obtained by taking an arbitrary edge
incident to each vertex ofV (G) − V (M) along with all edges ofM . Clearly|L| = ν(G) + n −
2ν(G) = ρ(G). SoL is a minimum edge cover which containsM .

Conversely, letM be any maximal matching which is contained in a minimum edge coverL. The
edges ofM must come from different starts ofL. Moreover,M ’s maximality implies that each
star ofL contributes at least an edge forM , so|M | = n− ρ(G) = ν(G).

Exercise 2.4.Show that for any graphG, ν(G) ≤ τ(G) ≤ 2ν(G).

2.2 Bipartite Graphs

Many practical problems can be formulated in terms of matching problems on bipartite graphs. In this
section we restrict our attention to bipartite graphs only.

Theorem 2.5 (König’s Minimax Theorem, 1931 [11]). If G is bipartite, thenτ(G) = ν(G).

This theorem is also referred to as the König-Egerv́ary theorem as Egerváry came up with the same
result in [5]. We useΓG(X) to denote the set of neighbors ofX in a graphG. We shall drop the subscript
G when there’s no confusion.

Theorem 2.6 (P. Hall, 1935 [9]).Let G = (A,B;E) be a bipartite graph. ThenG has a complete
matching fromA into B if and only if

|Γ(X)| ≥ |X|,∀X ⊆ A.
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Theorem 2.7 (Frobenius, 1917 [6]).Let G = (A,B;E) be a bipartite graph. ThenG has a perfect
matching if and only if|A| = |B| and

|Γ(X)| ≥ |X|,∀X ⊆ A.

Frobenius’ Theorem is often called theMarriage Theorem. It is interesting to note that all three
theorems are equivalent, and the proof of their equivalences isn’t so hard to find.

Proof of the equivalence of K̈onig’s Minimax, Frobenius, and P. Hall’s Theorems.We shall show a cir-
cular implication.

• König ⇒ Hall. Necessity is obvious. For sufficiency, assume that for allX ⊆ A we have
|Γ(X)| ≥ |X|. Let C be a vertex cover such that|C| = τ(G) (which is≤ |A| sinceA is a vertex
cover). If |C| = |A|, then we are done since that would mean|A| = ν(G). Assume|C| < |A|.
Then, since

|Γ(A− C)| ≥ |A− C| = |A| − |A ∩ C| > |B ∩ C|

there is an edge fromA− C to B − C, contradicting the fact thatC is a vertex cover.

• Hall ⇒ Frobenius. This is immediate. Frobenius’ Theorem is clearly a special case of Hall’s
Theorem.

• Frobenius⇒ König. The fact thatν(G) ≤ τ(G) is obvious since each edge of an matching needs
at least one vertex to cover it. We use Frobenius’ theorem to show sufficiency. LetC be a vertex
cover ofG of minimum sizeτ(G). To show|C| ≤ ν(G), we only need to find a matchingM
of G so that|C| = |M |. This matching|M | shall be formed by take the union of two matchings
M1 from A ∩ C into B − C andM2 from B ∩ C into A − C. The constructions of these two
sub-matchings are symmetric. Firstly, for everyX ⊆ A ∩ C, |Γ(X)| ≥ |X|, because otherwise
we could replaceX by Γ(X) for a smaller vertex cover. Note that this implies|A∩C| ≤ |B−C|.
Add dummy vertices to|A ∩ C| to make its size equal|B − C|, connect all dummy vertices to all
vertices in|B − C|, and we get Frobenius’ conditions satisfied. This implies there is a complete
matching fromA ∩ C into B − C, which is ourM1.

Given the previous proof, we only need to show one theorem to get the rest. We show one proof
(among many) of P. Hall’s theorem here, leaving the independent proofs of the other two theorems as
exercises.

A Proof P. Hall’s Theorem.This is a “proof from the book” [1], courtesy of the great mathematician Paul
Erdös. Necessity is obvious. We show sufficiency by induction on|A|. When|A| = 0, 1, the theorem
trivially holds. Suppose|A| ≥ 2.

Suppose for allX ⊂ A, we have|Γ(X)| > |X|. Letab be an edge ofG. LetG′ = G−a−b, then,G′

is a bipartite graph with color classesA′ andB′. For anyX ′ ⊆ A′, we have|ΓG′(X ′)| ≥ |ΓG(X ′)|−1 >
|X ′| − 1, so that|ΓG′(X ′)| ≥ |X ′| in G′. Induction hypothesis implies there is a complete matching
from A′ into B′, which along withab forms a complete matching fromA into B.

Now, suppose there is anX ⊂ A so that|Γ(X)| = |X|. Let G1 be the subgraph ofG induced by
X ∪ Γ(X), andG2 = G−X − Γ(X). Let Ai, Bi (i = 1, 2) be the color classes respectively. It is easy
to verify thatG1 andG2 satisfy the matching conditions, implying there is complete matching ofAi into
Bi. These two matchings together form a complete matching fromA into B that we are looking for.
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Exercise 2.8.Prove Theorem 2.5 independent of the other two theorems.

Exercise 2.9.Prove Theorem 2.7 independent of other two theorems.

Exercise 2.10.Show that ifG is bipartite, then

ρ(G) = α(G).

Exercise 2.11 (System of Distinct Representatives).Let S = {S1, . . . , Sn} be a collection of sets.
A System of Distinct Representatives (SDR) ofS is a set ofn distinct elementss1, . . . , sn such that
si ∈ Si,∀i. Show thatS has an SDR iff for everyk, 0 ≤ k ≤ n, the union of anyk of the setsS1, . . . , Sn

has cardinality at leastk.

Exercise 2.12.Suppose the elements ofS = {S1, . . . , Sn} all have sizek ≥ 1, and further suppose that
no element is contained in more thank sets. Show that there existk SDR’s such that for anyi the k
representatives ofSi are distinct and thus together form the setSi.

Exercise 2.13.Let G = (A,B;E) be a bipartite graph. SupposeS ⊆ A, T ⊆ B, and that there is a
matching fromS into B and one fromT into A. Show that there is then a matching inG covering both
S andT .

A doubly stochastic matrixis a real, non-negative square matrix whose row and column sums are
all 1. A permutation matrixis a01-matrix where there is exactly one1 in each row and one1 in each
column. Apermutation setof a permutation matrixA is a subset ofn entries ofA with no two from the
same row or the same column.

Lemma 2.14. Every doubly stochastic matrix has a permutation set of non-zero entries.

Proof. Let A be a doubly stochastic matrix. LetG = (U, V ;E) be a bipartite graph constructed from
A as follows. The setsU andV represent the rows and columns ofA, respectively. There is an edge
(u, v) ∈ E, whereu ∈ U, v ∈ V , if and only if the entryauv is not zero. A permutation set ofA then
corresponds to a perfect matching ofG. We shall apply Frobenius theorem here.

Let X ⊆ U be any subset of rows of the matrixA. We want to verify that|Γ(X)| ≥ |X|, namely
the numberk of differentcolumns ofA with non-zero entries inX is at least|X|. Note that the sum of
non-zero entries isX is at mostk, and is equal to|X|. Hence,|X| ≤ k as desired.

Exercise 2.15 (Birkhoff – von Neumann Theorem).Show that any doubly stochastic matrixA can be
written as a convex combination of permutation matrices, namely

A = α1P1 + · · ·+ αkPk,

whereαi > 0 andPi is a permutation matrix for alli, and
∑k

i=0 αi = 1. Also show thatk ≤ n2−n+1.

Theorem 2.16 (K̈onig’s Line Coloring Theorem, 1916 [10]). For every bipartite graphG, χe(G) =
∆(G). Hereχe(G) is the chromatic index ofG, i.e. χe(G) is the minimum integer so that aχe(G)-edge-
coloring ofG exists, and∆(G) is the maximum degree of all vertices inG.

Proof. G can be embedded in a∆-regular bipartite graph by adding dummy vertices and edges intoG
(how?). We only need to show that everyk-regular bipartite (multi-) graph isk-edge-colorable.

SupposeG is k-regular. It is easy to verify P. Hall’s matching condition onG, henceG contains a
perfect matching. Color all edges of this matching with one color, then remove them fromG we obtain
a (k − 1)-regular bipartite graph. Repeat this processk times and we are done.
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Theorem 2.17 (de Werra (1971, 1975) [2]).Let k be any positive integer andG be a bipartite graph.
Then,G can be written as the union ofk edge-disjoint spanning subgraphsG1, . . . , Gk such that for
eachv ∈ V (G): ⌊

dG(v)
k

⌋
≤ dGi(v) ≤

⌈
dG(v)

k

⌉
,∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

Proof. Build a bipartite graphG′ from G by splitting each vertexv ∈ V (G) into bdG(v)
k c of degreek,

and possibly one more vertex of degreedeg(v) − kbdG(v)
k c. The graphG′ has maximum degreek, and

thus by Theorem 2.16 isk-colorable. The sets of same-color edges are matchingsM1, . . . ,Mk of G′.
Now, “collapsing”G′ back toG, and letGi be the graph formed by edges ofMi after collapsing. It is
obvious that for eachv, we must have⌊

dG(v)
k

⌋
≤ dGi(v) ≤

⌈
dG(v)

k

⌉
,∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

Exercise 2.18.Show that K̈onig’s Line Coloring Theorem is equivalent to de Werra’s Theorem.

Exercise 2.19 (Gupta, 1967 [8]).Show that ifG is a bipartite graph with minimum degreeδ = δ(G),
thenG is the union ofδ edge-disjoint edge-covers.

It is even more interesting to know that they are all equivalent to the celebrated Dilworth’s theorem.
Since Dilworth’s theorem requires the language of posets, I won’t discuss these results but mention them
here for those who have deeper background on posets.

Theorem 2.20 (Dilworth, 1950 [4]). In any finite poset, the size of any largest antichain equals the size
of any smallest chain decomposition.

Exercise 2.21.Show that Theorem 2.20 is equivalent to Theorem 2.5.

Exercise 2.22.State and prove a “dual” version of Dilworth’s theorem.

Exercise 2.23.Two network routersR andS are connected byf fibers. Thejth fiber can accommodate
up tonj different wavelengths,1 ≤ j ≤ f .

A setC of connections are routed through(R, S). Each connection inC is to be carried on a pre-
assigned wavelength. There arew different wavelengths. InC, there aremi connections on theith
wavelength,1 ≤ i ≤ w.

We are to route the connections inC through(R,S), namely each connection inC is assigned to one
of thef fibers such that no two connections with the same wavelength are assigned on the same fiber,
and that thejth fiber does not get assigned to more thannj connections.

Supposem1 ≥ · · · ≥ mw, andn1 ≤ · · · ≤ nf . Show that the routing can be done if and only if, for
all k, andl, where0 ≤ k ≤ w, 0 ≤ l ≤ f , it holds thatk(f − l) +

∑l
j=1 nj ≥

∑k
i=1 mi.

Exercise 2.24 (Common System of Distinct Representatives).LetX = {X1, . . . , Xm} be a collection
of sets. A set of distinct elementsX = {x1, . . . , xm} is called asystem of distinct representativesof X
if there exists a one-to-one mappingφ : X → X such thatxi ∈ φ(xi),∀i = 1 . . .m.

LetA = {A1, . . . , Am} andB = {B1, . . . , Bm} be two collections of subsets of[n] = {1, . . . , n},
m ≤ n. A common system of distinct representatives (CSDR) is a setS = {s1, . . . , sm} of m (different)
elements such thatS represents bothA andB. (Note that the one-to-one mappings fromS toA andB
do not need to be the same.)

Show thatA andB have a CSDR if and only if∣∣∣∣∣∣
(⋃

i∈I

Ai

)
∩

⋃
j∈J

Bj

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ |I|+ |J | −m, for all I, J ⊆ [m].
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Exercise 2.25.Let m, k be positive integers. LetG = (A,B;E) be a bipartite (multi) graph satisfying
the following conditions: (a) all vertices inA have degreem, (b) all vertices inB have degreemk.

Show that we can color the edges ofG with m colors such that vertices inA are incident to edges
with different colors, and vertices inB are incident to exactlyk edges of each color.
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